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The dependence of the surface tension, the radius of the tension surface, the radius 
of the equimolecular surface, the absolute specific adsorption, the specific 
surface entropy, the surface polarization, the excess large thermodynamic potential, 
and the work for the formation of a nucleus on the magnitude and sign of its charge 
has been determined fqr a critical nucleus with an electric charge at its center. 

The fundamental equations of the thermodynamics of nucleation on charged cores established 
in [1] make it possible to determine the dependence of the fundamental thermodynamic parame
ters of the nucleus on the magnitude and sign of the charge located at its center. A nu
cleus of an a phase formed on a spherical solid or liquid core (y phase) from a fJ phase is 
understood to be a spherical layer of the or phase together with the excesses of the surface 
layers on the ay and a3 boundaries, which are assigned, respectively, to the boundary sur
face of the core and to a selected separating surface between the о and В phases. Consider
ing the core to be insoluble, we shall assume that the ay and or3 surface layers do not over
lap. We shall assume that the substances in the a and 3 phases have dielectric properties,, 
and that the core is a conductor, which carries an electric charge q. 

Surface Polarization. Allowing the existence of spontaneous polarization (P0) in the 
surface layer of the nucleus for the sake of generality, we write the local relations for the 
electric field strength E and the induction: 

where P is the dipole moment of a unit volume, e is the dielectric constant, r is the dis
tance to the center of the nucleus, the subscript 0 characterizes the quantities in the ab
sence of the field of the core, and the indices a and 3 refer to the phase (which are homo
geneous in the absence of the field). 

The excess surface polarization & [1, 2] is represented as 

where the radii r 4 and r a have been selected somewhat in the bulk portions of the а and 3 
phases, and r is the radius of a certain separating surface. We shall subsequently assume 
that rj and r a are fixed. 

Using (1), we write (2) in the form 

(3) 
where the coefficient 

a == 8n J ( - * ~ 9 * + J ( * - T ) * ] 
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is determined, on the one hand, by the shape of the profile of the dielectric constant E(r') 
in the surface layer and, on the other hand, by the position of the separating surface. As 
was previously shown [2, p. 913], at assigned temperatures and chemical potentials the di
electric constant of a bulk phase may be assumed constant with accuracy to terms which are 
quadratic with respect to the field. Similarly, it may be assumed that the profile of the 
dielectric constant is defined (with the same accuracy) by assigning only the temperature 
T and the chemical potentials {щ}, and thus a = a(T, , r). Then (4) yields the expres
sion (which does not depend on the selection of r and r 0 between rt and r a) 

а=а,-Ь(Цг-Цгй). 

where a 0 = a(T, iv±), r 0) and the quantity 

S _ L _ / J i 
8n Ua

 e 
(6) 

is also assumed to be a function of the temperature and the chemical potentials: b x = b(T, 
{ U i » . 

The dependence of the coefficient a on the position of the separating surface is de
fined, as is seen from (4), by the relation 

We note that this relation is also applicable to the case of the displacement of the separat
ing surface (with an assigned way of defining it) under the effects of an electric field. 

Substituting (5) into (3), we obtain the expression 

(8) 

in which the contribution introduced by the existence of a charge to the surface polariza
tion has been explicitly singled out. 1 

Specific Adsorption and Surface Entropy. We shall start out from the fundamental equa
tions for the normal (pjj) and tangential (px) components of the pressure tensor in the sys
tem under consideration. According to [1, Eq. (13)], we have 

6Л«.|| « sa.4T + 2 pa.n6|i, _ (Я».Р/4„) bp, ( 9 ) 

i 

where s v is the entropy per unit volume, and pj_ is the density of the mass of the 1-th com
ponent. Next we write the Gibbs-Duhem relation [1, Eq. (8)] for the part of the system be
tween spherical surfaces of radii ri and r 2 in the form 

4лб J prfidr = SbT -f g пцЬуц + f D(bE)r4r, (10) 

where S and are the entropy and mass of thu i-th component of-the part of the system un
der consideration. Under the assumption made regarding the separation of the ay and a(J sur
face layers, the part of the system under consideration (rx and r a are fixed) may be under
stood to be autonomous. 

Taking into account (1) and integrating relations (9) and (10) with respect to q at con
stant T and {\i±), we find 

]ртГ**г-1[рг.(ТЛ*\) + -£г]1Чг. ( 1 2 ) 
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In the case of bulk phases, relation (12) may be written in the local form 

/ ^ - W . l f t D + T r i r . (13) 

Using (1) again and considering (10) at constant T, {ujy^}, and q, we arrive at the 
relation 

In the case of bulk phases, relation (14) may also be written in the local form 

(15) 

Differentiating (12) and (13) with respect to \x± at constant T,'{u-sdSib and q and taking 
into account (14) and (15) with q - 0, we obtain 

Comparing (14) with (16) and (15) with (17), we find 

«( «,«, (T, Ш 
+ 

4я An ;{ЬЪ1т.ъшГ ""\*,)T.w*\ (18) 
„<x.B p*»-p«*(7 \ | |b|) + L — ( d ** S ) £ . 

(19) 

Directly from the definition of the absolute specific adsorption as an excess parame
ter we have 

IV* ==-^ j p c y ' d r ' - j p ^ ' d r ' (20) 

(r is the radius of a certain separating surface). From (20), (18), and (19) with considera
tion of (3) we find 

г,г« = г„(Г,Ы,г)гч(^) W i t ) «• (21) 

where the quantities Г,0 (7\ ||M> r) and (-̂-) are assigned for the position of the 

separating surface r in the presence of a field. According to (5) we can write 

/ да \ ^ I дао \ Г 8Ь \ M j \ 
\*lh,WMUr \*bk\i>w\.rt V ^ / r . i n ^ i W ( 2 2 ) 

Taking into account (22) and the relation between r i 0(T, {v±}, r) and Tio(T, {v±1, r 0) fol
lowing from (20) with q = 0, we transform (21) into the final formula for the specific adsorp
tion 
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г, = Г(0 (Г, Ы > r0) -1 - ( Р Й - Р « ~ Д + i + 
И»/*/»г (23) 

in which the contribution due to the charge of the core has been explicitly singled out. 
The equation obtained (23) for the absolute specific adsorption also makes it possible 

to find an expression for the parameter 

*,sIV(p«-pf). m ) 

which plays a significant role in the determination of the dependence of the surface tens? ->n 
and other parameters of the nucleus on its diameter. For its part, the expression found j.n 
this manner for X^ makes it possible to find the radius Rj_ of the equimolecular surface, 
which is related to r, Xi, and q by the equation 

*? = r» + 3 V » + 3(-i ! — h . ) ( J L ) * 

which follows from (20) and (24) with consideration of (6) and (19). 
Replacing the differentiation with respect to щ at constant T, {u-j^i}, and q by dif

ferentiation with respect to T at constant {ui> and q in (14)-(19) and, accordingly, replac
ing rn-j^ by S_and by s v, instead of (23) we obtain an expression for the specific surface 
entropy I = S/4irra: 

м ,г 0 )4--(й-й)- ' , _ ' " • 3/* 

+ ( S ) * M * U $ - ( 7 - i ) ( * L * -

in which the contribution due to the charge of the core hâ s also been isolated. 
Surface Tension and Radius of the Tension Surface. Up to this point our arguments have 

referred to any, arbitrarily selected position of the separating surface. We shall now se
lect a tension surface as such a surface. We shall use r and у to denote its radius and the 
mechanical surface tension belonging to it. As we known [2, 3], у and r are determined by 
the conditions 

^ = P%-P% (27) 

V s = f (P? - Pi) r'' dr' + jf ДО - рт) r''dr'. (28) 
r> r 

From (27) and (28) and the analogous conditions for q « 0, with consideration (11)-(13), 
(4), and (6) we have 

2 у _ 2 у . ( Г , Ы ) bg* . 
r r„ r* 

Y'»< = Yo(7\ (̂ })rj + ^!L(r»-rJ)+a^ (30) 

(r0 and Yo are the values of r and у for q = 0). Substituting (5) into (30), we obtain 

+-!!£-('»-'•)+«*»-и ( t — t t ) ^ - ( 3 1 ) 

Eliminating у from relations (29) and (31), we arrive at the equation 
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which defines the dependence of the radius of the tension surface on the charge of the core: 
r = r(q). Varying (32) at constant T and {\i±}, we can write the relationship between r and 
q in differential form: 

V^/r .w V r r„ jl\r0 2,» ) 

We note that the expressions obtained for the eurface tension, the radius of the tension 
surface, the surface polarization, the specific adsorption, and the specific surface entropy, 
as expected, satisfy the generalized equation of the specific adsorption [1, Eq. (27)]. 

Excess Large Thermodynamic Potential and Work for the Formation of a Nucleus. Let us 
now use the expression for the excess large thermodynamic potential [1, Eq. (22)]: 

Q = Y 4 — 4я.д»(7 = 4я(7Г 2— &q). ( 3 4 ) 

Substituting (8) and (31) into this equation and taking into account (32), we obtain 

Q = Q0(7\ (и,])-4я 0̂<7 + 4я(ав+6/г0)<7». (35) 
where 

й = 4яг*у0-
Equation (35) rigorously defines the dependence of Q on q. Knowing the dependence of 

r,^, and у on the charge, according to [1, Eq. (50)] we can also find the dependence of the 
work for the formation of a critical nucleus on q 

ДЙ = ? r* _ 4 n ^ _ i ^ L + AQ„, ( 3 6 ) 

i 
where ДПп is the work needed to bring' the charged core from the vapor into the liquid. As 
follows from [1, Eq. (51)], in the general case, the value of Af^ depends on the charge on 
the surface of the core. In cases in which the nucleation cores are ions, experimental 
estimates are known for Д&п (solvation or hydration energies) [A], 

Substituting relations (31) and (8) into (36), we obtain 

ДЙ = AQ0(Г, Ы ) + ^(r 8-rj) -4я^„«7 -

where Д й 0 ^ — "Jô o* and the contribution due to the charge of the core has been explicitly 3 
singled out. 

Influence of Fields on the Parameters of Critical Nuclei. The expressions obtained in 
the preceding sections for the parameters of an equilibrium nucleus in the presence of an 
electric field still do not provide an answer to the question of the dependence of the parame
ters on the magnitude and sign of the charge of the core [with the exception of Eq. (35) for 
the excess large thermodynamic potential]. According to Eqs. (8), (23)-(26), (29), and (37), 
the determination of the dependence of & , Г^, X^, R^, s, yt and ЛП on the field reduces to 
the determination of the dependence of r on q from Eq. (32). The fact that the charge q ap
pears in Eq. (32) only in the form of q* means that r is not dependent on the sign of the 
charge. Accordingly, Eq. (29) leads to independence of the surface tension with respect to 
the sign of the charge. Equations (8), (23)-(26), (35), and (37) demonstrate the dependence 
of &, Ti, Xj_, Ri, s, Q, and AQ on the sign of the charge. 

Let us find the value of the root r of Eq. (32) corresponding to an unstable equilibrium 
of the nucleus with the В phase (the critical nucleus). In this case, we can solve Eq. (32) 
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2Г,„ ч f 

Ч*Гя 

where Х±0 = Т±0/(р±„ ~ Р±0)» Щ_0 = ro + 3Ai0r2. 
Similarly, from (26) and (38) we have 

Finally, from (37) with the aid of (38) we obtain 

in the approximation of a small value of q. Ausuming that the deviation Дг S r — r e ie a c 
cordingly small, we linearize (32) with respect to Ar and q a. As a result we arrive at 

' = М Г . М > + ( « . + ~ ) - £ - . (38) 

From (38) it is seen that the conditions for the applicability of the approximation made are 

V / v 0 ^ < b «ад^/:<1- (39) 

When the charge has a minimal value (equal to an elementary charge), conditions (39) actual
ly restrict the dimensions of the nuclei accessible to consideration from below. For example, 
in the case of the condensation of water vapor near 0°C, r 0 » 5 A is required. In the fol
lowing we shall restrict ourselves, as in (38), to the approximation indicated. 

From (29) and (38) we have 

У=Ъ(Т.Ы) + -*£~ (40) 

Then from (8) and (38) we obtain 

* - * . { т , Ш ) + ь * + {аа + Л - ) 2 £ . ( 4 1 ) 

and from (23)-(25) and (38) we find 

Г* = Г* (T, M) - (a. + -^-) (p« - P f 0 + E±) 

К = К (T, Ы) - (в. + ~) (i + i^is.)-SL. + 

+ 3 ( i - i ) ( t ) , ^ , 

(42) 

(44) 

(45) 

Ai2 = AQo(r, (и1.|)-4п.^_4я(о0 + ^ 9 » + Д Й „ . ( 4 6 ) 

Equations (38) and (40)-(46) define the dependence of r, y, Yit \ ± , R i f s, and ДП on q in 
approximation (39). 
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INFLUENCE OF DIFFUSION OF ELECTROPHORETIC DEPOSITION 
IN A UNIFORM ELECTRIC FIELD 

V. A. Malov UDC 541.18.047.5:532.72 

An equation for calculating the weight of an electrophoretic deposit with consider
ation of the thermal motion of the particles has been obtained. The diffusion flows 
of the particles accompanying electrophoretic deposition in a uniform electric field 
influence the laws of deposition when v 2t/4D^5, where v is the electrophoresis rate, 
D is the diffusion coefficient of the particles, and t is the time of action of the 
field. 

The analysis of the experimental data obtained from the investigation of electrophoretic 
deposition is usually based on the theory in [1-3], in which it is assumed that the changes 
In the concentration of the dispersed system caused by the action of the electric field are 
completely determined by the electrophoresis rate and their thermal motion is not taken into 
account. For example, in the calculation of the weight of an electrophoretic deposit in [3] 
it was assumed that the concentration of the disperse system in the electrode gap remains 
constant under the action of the electric field and varies abruptly at the electrode sur
face. The neglect of diffusion In the investigation of electrophoretic deposition is jus
tified in the case of coarsely dispersed systems and should result in some errors in the case 
of highly dispersed systems. 

A theoretical investigation of electrophoretic deposition with consideration of diffu
sion was carried out in [4-6]. However, Us'yarov et al. [4] restricted themselves to con
sideration of the initial stage of electrophoreitic deposition, in [5] a numerical method was 
used to solve one specific problem in electrophoretic deposition, and in [6] the flow of par
ticles caused by the action of the electric field on them was not taken into account in the 
determination of the concentration profile of the electrode gap. 

In this communication we present the results of an investigation of electrophoretic de
position in a uniform field with consideration of the diffusion of the particles. Our at
tention was focused on electrophoretic deposition with deposition parameters above the criti
cal parameters [2, 3]. 

The concentration of a disperse system С at any point in an electrophoretic bath with 
different times of action t of an electric field is determined from the equation 

J*L = _div/, (1) 
dt v ' 

in which j e j i + j a » j i = v C i s the electromigrational flow (which is determined by the 
electrophoresis of the particles), v is the electrophoresis rate, j a • —D grad С is the dif-
fusional flux, and D is the diffusion coefficient. 

Electrophoretic deposition was investigated in a uniform electric field, for which Eq. 
(1) has the following form 
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